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Let D be the complex plane cut along the negative real axis. We 
are going to consider a function u subharmonic in D. Let M(r) 
= supi*|=r u(z) and m(r)=mi\z\^ru(z). We also introduce, for 
r > 0 , v(r) =l im supz__r+to u(z), v(r) =l im sup^_r-*o u(z) and u(—r) 
= max(z;(r), v(r)). In the whole paper, z = reie. Our main result is 

THEOREM 1. Let \bea number in the interval (0, 1) and letu ( f̂  — <*> ) 
be a junction subharmonic in D that satisfies 

(1) u{—r) — cos 7rX u(r) ^ 0. 

Then either limr_*oo r~~*M(r) = oo or 
(A) there exists a number a such that 

(2) lim r-^uire*) = a cos X0, M < *", 

except when 0 belongs to a set of logarithmic capacity zero. 
(B) Given 0O, O<0o<?r» 2/^re #m/s an r-set A0 of finite logarithmic 

length such that (2) fto&fc uniformly in {z\ \d\ ^0O} when r is restricted 
to lie outside of A0. 

REMARK. When 1 / 2 < X < 1 , condition (1) is interpreted in the 
following way at points where u ( — r) = oo. 

(la) lim sup(u(x + iy) + u(—x + iy)) ^ (1 + cos wX)u(r), 

(lb) lim sup(w(—x + iy) — COSTTX u(x + iy)) ^ 0. 
Z—*T 

Theorem 1 can be compared to the main result of Kjellberg [6]. 

THEOREM 2. Let u be subharmonic in the complex plane and let X be 
a number in the interval (0, 1). If m(r)—cos 7rX M(r)^0, then the 
(possibly infinite) limit lim,.^ r~x ikf(r) exists. 

In order to clarify the connection between Theorem 1 and the 
Ahlfors-Heins theorem [ l ] , we also state Theorem 1 in the following 
equivalent way. 
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